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Gavin was recently gifted for his birthday a building set from a Czech friend.  His 

father explained to me that these were the building sets that they grew up with 

and were very popular during communism.  Gavin started the project alone, but 

soon needed some assistance from Dad.  We worked on the set together for a 

couple of hours.  I learned more about Czech culture in those couple of hours 

than I would have learned in about a year of ministering here.  I was left thinking 

to myself, “This explains so much.”  

  

  



You see, the set was a series of lengths of metal 

with pre-punched holes for small nuts and 

bolts.  The problem was, that the set frequently 

was missing the metal lengths as described and 

would have an alternative piece shaped slightly 

differently or a different length, or holes cut in 

different measurements than pictured in the 

instructions.  Several times it was simply impossible to attach the nut to a screw 

because an adjacent nut left insufficient space to attach anything else.  Or the 

picture would just be altogether inaccurate.  So rather than being just a straight-

forward, read the directions and build-it project, it turned out to be a look at the 

directions for a general idea of how to build it, and then adapt and adjust 

accordingly to accomplish something roughly similar.  I couldn’t help but think in 

this day and age of quality controls it must have been purposely so.  An homage 

to days gone by when it really was just how these things were.  In any case, I 

imagined my friends pouring over these kits as children, borrowing their father’s 

tools, bending misshaped pieces, improvising solutions to impossible directives, 

and comparing how closely their creations resembled the picture on the 

box.  Certainly, not the user-friendly Legos of this generation.  I can’t help but 

think it fostered and encouraged something in them.  A willingness to work 

outside the box, a certain amount of pluck to make the best out of something 

less than ideal, an exercise in proving that one truly possesses the fabled 

“Golden Czech Hands”.  The exercise also explained much to me about some of 

my own experiences: For example why the large appliances I’ve bought here 

often require some extra modifications to function properly, or why store clerks 

might not agree that a product should be refunded just because it has missing 

parts, or why none of my Czech friends seem to be bothered by the fact that so 

many consumer goods here are defective out of the box.  They simply fix them 

and move on.  

  

 



There is a particular kind of Czech resilience and 

finesse which is unique to this culture.  An ability 

to take a punch and not be too offended by it, 

but simply recover and avoid the next one.  The 

ability to take a raw deal and just make the best 

of it with seemingly less frustration than would 

be justified.  There is a certain finesse which 

allows Czechs to readjust and keep plodding 

methodically forward.  A skill I now attribute to defective childhood building toys. 

And isn’t that the way of it anyway? Life rarely comes at us with clear 

instructions or nicely fitting pieces that cohere effortlessly.  It seems to me that 

life always requires some ‘Jimmy-rigging’ of one kind or another.  As Christians 

we know that as we seek and serve the Lord, He makes our paths before us, yet 

how windy those paths truly are! Rarely do I meet a mature saint who is where 

they thought they would be 20 years ago! A little adjusting, some finesse, some 

faith and a fair dose of elbow grease and we find our way by God’s grace.  It 

doesn’t come easy, nor should it, because life, like faith…or a communist-era 

building toy, requires a good amount of resilience and pluck. 

  

This Summer our resilience will be tested! Please be in prayer for this 

VERY busy time: 

-Please pray for our summer camp and our preparations. July 23-27.  This is our 

most effective and fruitful platform for sharing the gospel with the youth we 

minister to throughout the year. Pray that we can effectively communicate the 

gospel to them during this week and that the Holy Spirit would work in their 

hearts unto salvation. 

-Please pray for our intern Lisa, who is with us from Moody this summer and that 

her ministry will be fruitful as well as enriching.  Pray also for several short-term 

volunteers coming from Texas to help us with camp, as well as several Czech 

volunteers. 

 



-Please pray for our big move to Prague.  Immediately after camp we will be 

making our move.  This is a big transition for all of us, and especially for our 

kids.  It will also be a very demanding task immediately following a tremendously 

exhausting and demanding week of ministry.  We will need God's sustaining 

grace in abundant measures. 

-Please pray for summer school and educational transitions.  In addition to 

preparing for camp and moving, we are trying to accomplish a good amount of 

summer schooling with our kids who will be transitioning back to American 

educational standards, and thus need quite a bit of work to fill the gaps resulting 

from being in a different system for the past years.   

-As Cari prepares to teach 1st grade next year we would appreciate your prayers 

that God would multiply the few hours she has to invest in these preparations.   

-Pray that God would continue to provide for this ministry financially. We have a 

significant committed support shortage. 

-PRAISE GOD for all of the opportunities before us! There is so much ministry to 

be accomplished, and we are grateful that our Lord continues to see fit to use 

our family for His purposes in Czech Republic, may He continue to do so, and call 

more workers to labor toward the harvest in Czech Republic. 

-Pray for our new neighbors, landlord, and neighborhood. Our heart's desire will 

be to reach them with the gospel of Christ as those who we will be in daily 

proximity to.  May the Holy Spirit go before us. Pray for all those who we are 

leaving in Ceske Budejovice.  Our hearts never cease to be burdened for them, 

and we pray that God may continue to use us to reach them even from a 

distance. 

-Pray for Pochoden, the new church plant we will be most closely partnering 

with.  Pray that we can bring much encouragement and refreshment to the 

leadership team, and serve effectively together.   
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